In order to effectively discharge the safety regulatory functions assumed by the Maritime Industry Authority under EO 125, as amended, and for purposes of monitoring, Memorandum Circular No. 89, specially Section IV, 4(4.3) and 7(7.1) are hereby amended to read as follows:

D. CERTIFICATE OF INSPECTION

1. Vessels which are above x x x
2. Vessels which are three x x x
3. Cargo and fishing vessels of three(3) gross registered tonnage (GRT) and below shall be issued a permit to operate (PO).

G. SOLAS Certificates

1. The following SOLAS certificates shall be required of Philippine registered overseas vessels by the MARINA whenever applicable;

   1.1 Passenger Ship Safety Certificate
   1.2 Ship Safety Construction Certificate
   1.3 Cargo Ship Safety Certificate
   1.4 Ship Safety Equipment Certificate
   1.5 International Loadline Certificates
   1.6 International Tonnage Certificate
   1.7 Grain Loading Certificate
   1.8 Certificate of Fitness to Carry LPG in Bulk
   1.9 Radio telephony / Telegraphy Certificate
Further, Items 1.8 and 1.9, under Section IV.G, are hereby deleted.

All other provisions of MARINA Memorandum Circular No. 89, insofar as they are not inconsistent with this Circular, shall remain in full force and effect.

This Memorandum Circular shall take effect fifteen (15) days after its publication once in a newspaper of general circulation.

Manila, Philippines, 06 April 1995.
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